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invention is directed to a knife block assembly for mounting knives.
In particular, the invention is directed to a knife block assembly

having one or more knife holders for holding the knives and one or
more knife-retaining means. The knife-retaining means may be

provided in the form of one or more knives, a knife plate, a knife
holder, a knife-retaining wire or the like, whereby a knife or knives

located in the knife holder can be removed and replaced by at least
one or more of the knife-retaining means. Cutlery, including knives,

forks, spoons, and the like, are stored and organized for easy
access in a knife block. While the invention has particular utility for
knife blocks for household use, it can be used with any type of knife

block, including but not limited to kitchen knife block assemblies,
commercial knife block assemblies, and the like. Moreover, the

invention is generally applicable to any type of other drawer and/or
cabinet-type knife block assemblies. Conventional knife block

assemblies are generally made up of one or more knife holders for
holding knives and one or more knife-retaining means. Conventional

knife holders are most often made of wood and are relatively
permanent. Typical knife holders for household use have been
made of wood for at least several decades and typically wood
having wood-grain pattern. The knife-retaining means for knife

blocks are most often made of metal or a plastic material, such as
disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 1,328,981 issued to Jeanson on Feb. 9,
1920. While metal knife-retaining means are durable and have

desirable appearance, metal knife-retaining means are relatively
heavy and are therefore not suitable for use in kitchen knife blocks
that may be lifted several times during a single meal. Conventional
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